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iv,. lested ocean traffic in a clay when every naval engagement resolved
' itself into a single-hande- d, show-dow- n fight between two ships at

close quarters. The vanquished vessel invariably went to the bottom of
H ' the deep. Some kind fate seemed to watch over her and mark her for
M special service. She encountered and fought the finest ships that Eng--

H I land then possessed, and from every engagement she emerged the
H victor. Her most notable contest was with the Guerierrc. The de- -

'3j fcat of this ship was more than a marvelous achievement in the sea- -

H fighting of that day; it was America's first victory on the sea and had
H a tremendous bearing upon the future course of the war. The British

j were astounded when they learned of the battle and for the first time
M in their lives realized that the "wooden walls of England" were not
M altogether impregnable. The Americans, on the other hand, went
m wild with delight. They had finally demonstrated their prowess on
M tne seas an(i thus was inaugurated the glorious naval career of the

H ' nation.
M So it was that "Old Ironsides" became a moral inspiration to the

m American people. As the years passed and her stirring deeds were re- -

M ' lated over and over again, the people of the country acquired an .at- -

i, tachment for the old ship that grew firmer with age. When, finally,
H; towards the middle of the last century, the old sea-fight- er had out- -

m( lived her usefulness and it was proposed to dismantle her, a uni- -

M versal protest swept over the country. Then it was that Oliver
H Wendell Holmes penned the celebrated poem which follows. This

l effort created such a wave of popular indignation throughout the
HI land that the naval authorities abandoned their plans, and the old ship

M was saved from ignominious destruction and has been preserved even
l down to the present generation. The poem reveals a deep-seate- d sent--

flj iment of genuine Americanism that is not so noticeable today as it
M B was a half century ago:

M Ay : tear her tattered ensign down : long has it waved on high,
M And many an eye has danced to see that banner in the sky ;

H Beneath it rung the battle shout, and burst and cannon's roar
H The meteor of the ocean-ai- r shall sweep the clouds no more.

M Her deck, once red with heroes' blood, where knelt the vanquished
H
M When winds were hurrying o'er the flood, and waves were white
H below,
M No more shall feel the victor's tread, or know the conquered knee :

M ' The harpies of the shoreshall pluck the Eagle of the Sea.

M Oh, better that her shattered bulk should sink beneath the wave :

H Her thunders shook the mighty deep and there should be her grave :

H Nail to the mast her hold flag set every threadbare sail
H And give her to the God of Storms, the Lightning, and the Gale.

H NO STEAM TO WASTE.

we expect to speed up preparations so as to be able to do ourIF share towards winning the war, we cannot afford to waste
H steam by persistingly blowing the whistle. So far the average citizen
H has applied himself for the most part to loud talk and little tasks, with
B the result that the country is not making the headway it should. As
H one able editor aptly puts it: "The soldier soon learns that he cannot
B kill the kaiser by shdoting off his mouth," and it would seem that a
H vast majority of the civilians have the same lesson to learn.
H It is beginning to look as though we were fooling ourselves with
H 'J our own noise. We insist upon measuring our force in the war by
H the racket we are making. Everybody wants to keep the score and
Hlj j no one wants to go to bat. There are noteworthy exceptions, of course,
H but they only go to prove the rule. The people are not keeping pace
B with the government. One hesitates to fix the fault, however patent
H: the fact. President Wilson proceeded for two years and more on the
B theory that the pen is mightier than the sword. lie finally realized
H , the futility of such a course and stripped for a fight. That he is in
H dead-earnes- t now, no one will doubt, but what about certain members
H) of his official family and the country at large? Also congress per- -

H ' haps the worst offender of all? Five months of war and about five

Hi

per cent of the people are substantially behind the administration.
The remainder of the population is fairly evenly divided. Some are
howling against the government and others are hurrahing but few
are honestly and unselfishly supporting the cause. The enormous
number of draft exemptions claimed to date tell the story.

As a people we have made lofty pretensions to the world. We
have yet to demonstrate that we are determined to make good our
word. The inference is abroad that we would rather talk than fight
and even the kaiser seems to have sized us up with a fair degree of
accuracy. Our deplorable state.of unpreparedness is a sufficient hand-
icap in itself, even with a united and enthusiastic people standing
solidly behind the government. If we would get down to waging
the war in earnest, the civilians must occupy their time to better ad-

vantage than idle talk. Our attitude at present is not becoming a
mighty people and, unless we mend our ways, is liable to subject us
to international ridicule. Is it possible that some terrible calamity
must"befall us before we come to our proper senses?

THE PROPOSAL FOR PEACE.

E address of the Pope to the belligerent nations respecting a
J parley for peace must be taken in all good faith, notwithstand-

ing Germany's prompt endorsement of the proposal. The terms sug-
gested as a tentative basis for preliminary discussion are noteworthy
in themselves, but the most significant feature of the communication
is that it calls for a response. The proposition is reasonable. So far
the discussion between the nations has turned around such glittering
generalities as : "No annexations and no indemnities," and "to make
the Avorld safe for democracy." Both of these proposals have been
too loosely put and the time is at hand when the ultimate object for
which each country is fighting should be more concretely expressed.
This ought to be an easy matter to accomplish.

Of course, the Allies are all agreed upon one particular; namely,
to whip Germany. Beyond that point their respective plans seem to
diverge. It is difficult to believe that Great Britain has not set her
heart upon territorial expansion as her share of the spoils, or at least
the partitioning of certain of the German colonies. France appears to
have similar designs and will strenuously insist upon the return of
Alsace Lorraine. Nothing less will satisfy her. especially if she thinks
she holds the upper hand. Italy's ambition for addition territory is
notorious and she is particularly desirous of obtaining this at the ex-
pense of Austria-Hungar- y. Russia alone seems to show a lenient
disposition in this respect, the probable reason being that she already
has more. territory than she knows what to do with.

The United States has made it plain that it is not in the war for
territorial conquest but it has yet to declare definitely that it will not
countenance this move on the part of other nations. The sooner we
give this assurance, the better. Moreover, the prevailing sentiment
in this country is that our chief and only concern is to guarantee a
permanent peace by negotiating terms with a responsible represent-
ative government in Germany. This, of course, involves the neces-
sity of liberalizing the government of that country, either from within .

or without. England concurs in this, but it is foolish to believe that
she has given up the idea of making German powerless. This ac-
complished, it is evident that she hopes to preserve the balance of
power in Europe by the shifting of boundary lines and the maintaining
of a protectorate over numerous small independencies. It is doubtful
whether this plan will work.

Our belief is that this country could do no better than to make a
declaration at an early moment of its attitude in the event of Ger-
many's defeat. And this should be done independent of the wishes or'
aims of the other powers.

fENATOR BORAH lambasted the senate the other day for wast-- y

ing its time deliberating over a bill to appropriate money for
streams "down which a duck cannot float at some seasons of the year." I

The spectacle that supposedly august body presented in setting
aside the question of urgent war preparations to discuss the river and
harbor measure suggested that of a "city wrapped in conflagration
while those in power continue to fiddle."


